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Review
Fill in the correct forms of the adjectives. Compare your results with a partner.

1   Fred is          (strong) of all the boys in my class.

2   A sportscar is          (expensive) than a microcar.

3   Unfortunately, Bill is          (bad) player in the team.

4   I like Betty, Kelly and Sarah but I think Betty is          (nice) of the three.

5   My girlfriend is          (old) than me.

6   Mary is          (tall) of the four girls.

7   Can you drive a bit          (fast)?

8   She is          (rich) than 99 per cent of her neighbours.

9   Chinese is          (difficult) than Spanish.

Make comparisons. Use as many different structures from the Trouble-free grammar box on 
page 173 as possible. There is more than one correct answer. The first one (0) has been done for 
you. Compare your results with a partner.

0   my sister – my brother – tall  
       My sister is taller than my brother. 
1   my dog – my cat – fast  
  
2   her best friend – Caroline – creative   
  
3   mum – dad – old   
  
4   Maths teacher – English teacher – friendly  
  
5   reading – watching TV – exciting   
  

6   Jim – of all – smart     

  
7   Chris – John – sporty   
  
8   Katie – in class – talented   
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Complete the sentences (1–8) with an appropriate word from the box. Mind the tenses. Compare 
your results with a partner.

harmful  faith  rash  prosperity  gluten  to suffocate  salty  to obey 

1   I had a terrible          after using this new body lotion last week.
2   Unfortunately, the players refused to          their coach’s instructions. 
3   I tend to prefer          popcorn to sweet popcorn. 
4   His granddad lived a long life full of          and good health. 
5   The parents have just realised that their son is allergic to         .
6   The report says that the victims          in the fumes yesterday night. 
7   My mum has          in modern medicine. 
8   Vegan products do not use ingredients that are          to the environment.

You have been invited to give a presentation at the Teen Food Innovation Summit in Oslo. In your 
presentation you should 

  inform about the most common dietary habits of young people in Austria
   present alternatives for people with allergies that are commonly served in

 Austrian restaurants
  point out the importance for all restaurants to cater to different dietary habits. 

Speak for about four minutes. Get into pairs and give your presentations. Take turns.

You read the following blog entry on www.focusingfuturediets.com.

You decided to comment on this blog entry. In your blog comment you should

  comment on the above-mentioned views
  give information about your personal eating habits
  speculate about future food trends.

Use the phrases from the LanguageBox on page 166. Write about 200 words.
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Health is going mainstream 
by Anna Hesse 
March 7, 2:15pm 

According to statistics, young consumers are becoming more aware of what they eat these days. They 
seek fresh products, which are natural, organic and minimally processed. On a global level, young-
sters are most willing to purchase premium goods due to health attributes. As far as it goes, they are 
learning from mistakes of the previous generation and are ready to change their eating habits towards 
healthier nutrition and are also ready to pay more for the quality of the products. 

Do you agree? Looking forward to reading your comments. 


